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Trump’s $4.4 trillion proposal
Budget calls for slashing
Medicare, Medicaid, and
will still drive up deficit
By DAMIAN PALETTA
WASHINGTON POST

Donald
Trump
White House’s
$4.4 trillion
budget plan seeks
to slash programs
such as Medicare.

WASHINGTON — The White
House on Monday offered a $4.4 trillion budget plan that brought into
sharp focus the fiscal strains created by the Trump administration and
Congress in the past year, revealing
how large tax cuts and a new spend-

ing agreement are driving up government debt.
President Donald Trump’s budget plan included proposals to slash
spending on social safety net programs such as Medicare, Medicaid
and food stamps, but these changes
would still fall far short of balancing
the budget and eliminating the deficit, a long-held GOP goal.
The White House projected the
deficit would swell to near $1 trillion
annually in 2019 and 2020 because
of the new tax law and last week’s
agreement to add $500 billion in

new spending.
“Does it balance? No, it doesn’t,”
White House Office of Management
and Budget Director Mick Mulvaney
told reporters Monday. “I probably
could have made it balance, but you
all would have rightly absolutely excoriated us for using funny numbers
because it would have taken funny
numbers do to it.”
He placed the majority of the
blame on Congress, saying lawmakers simply refused to cut spending.
The worsening fiscal picture has
put enormous pressure on Congress

to try to reconcile Trump’s call for
even more spending on infrastructure and border security with longheld promises of wiping out the
deficit over 10 years. As the growing
deficit pushes debt levels beyond
$20 trillion, rising interest rates are
making it more expensive for the
Treasury Department to borrow
money.
But the White House and Congress
have shown little willingness to cut
back on spending, finding it easier to
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‘Clock is
ticking’
for some
refugees
Storm victims will lose
temporary housing soon,
leaving families in limbo
By RICK ROJAS AND
LUIS FERRÉ-SADURNÍ
NEW YORK TIMES
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Pam Van Halsema chats with her husband, Dwayne Mulder, as she prepares some food Thursday in Santa Rosa. Van Halsema and her family lost
their Coffey Park home in the Tubbs fire and currently live in a house owned by friends while they prepare to rebuild.
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

C

offey Park changes little each day
now that the excavators have moved
out, but the lack of activity doesn’t
stop Richard Lane from driving there
three or four times a week and checking
on the empty lot where his house once
stood.
There’s not much to see at his Crimson
Lane property except a cyclone fence encircling the swimming pool and what Lane
calls “Martian greenscape,” an erosion
control mulch spread over the ground that
once glowed emerald but has slowly faded

burned lots cleared of debris.
to a dull yellow. Nonetheless,
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SRJC looks to augment student housing
President eyes armory
as potential dormitory
site after October fires
By ELOÍSA RUANO GONZÁLEZ
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

More than 200 students
dropped out of Santa Rosa Junior College in the wake of the
October wildfires, unable to
secure affordable housing after family homes and rentals
burned in the blaze. Facing a
growing uncertainty over future enrollment as more people
get priced out of the housing
market, college officials now are
looking to build student dormitories.

SRJC President Frank Chong
is eying the 8-acre site west of
the Santa Rosa campus that
houses the California National
Guard armory and a Cal Fire
administrative office to build an
estimated 500 housing units for
the college’s students and staff.
He floated the idea last week
at a Sonoma County housing
workshop after the wildfires
destroyed the homes of 900 students and 63 faculty, staff members and administrators.
“I talk to many students who
are commuting as far as Cloverdale and Lake County,” Chong
said. “There was a problem with
housing shortages prior. Now
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HARTFORD, Connecticut —
The fourth floor of the Red Roof
Inn felt like a city block on a
recent Friday night, as families
spilled from their rooms into the
hallway. Doors were propped
open. Chihuahuas skittered
around on the carpet, and a cluster of teenage boys had claimed
a spot by the elevators, a speaker
thumping with hip-hop.
At the end of the hall, in a
room where a window framed
the dome of the state Capitol
like a postcard, Janette Febres’
husband and 12-year-old son
watched television on the bed
the three of them have been
sharing for nearly three months,
reaching the end of a day as
empty and restless as many of
the ones before it.
The living conditions were
cramped, and the room did not
have a microwave or refrigerator. Febres has asked housekeeping to stop cleaning the room
just so she could have something to occupy her time. Even
so, she was grateful. Her room,
like those many other families
were staying in, was paid for by
the Federal Emergency Management Agency. Amid the turmoil
that has unraveled much of her
family’s life since fleeing Puerto
Rico after Hurricane Maria, the
room was one of the few things
that seemed stable.
“For us,” she said, “this is
home.”
But she is worried about how
long the support will continue.
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Santa Rosa Junior College is looking at taking over the National Guard
Armory in Santa Rosa and converting it to student housing.
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